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 coming Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 has received three out-of-four score reviews on Metacritic, and has maintained an average score of 79 out of 100, indicating positive reviews. Call of Duty Black Ops 3 is a 2013 first-person shooter video game developed by Treyarch and published by Activision. It is the twelfth main installment in the Call of Duty series and a reboot of the franchise. It was released
for the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, and Microsoft Windows on October 12, 2013. The Black Ops 3 campaign takes place during a global conflict in 2025 after the death of an advanced artificial intelligence network, Blackout.The single-player campaign follows four protagonists, each with their own unique play styles, through a series of missions in fictional countries and cities. The four protagonists are

a Chinese special forces agent; a U.S. agent; a U.S. engineer and former Marine sniper; and a mysterious military scientist. The multiplayer mode includes the game's main campaign, as well as a Zombies campaign which can be played solo or in co-operative multiplayer with other players.In the course of the campaign, the player assumes the roles of four different protagonists, each with their own
unique play style, and make decisions that affect the course of the campaign. Player’s progress through the campaign determines what weapon each player uses in Multiplayer and Zombies. Each weapon has its own secondary fire that can assist in combat. Multiplayer modes include Team Deathmatch, Assault, Specialist, Domination, and Hardpoint. Multiplayer also features Scavenger Hunt, while the

new mode Blackout is the game’s main mode.Black Ops 3 features several gameplay innovations for the series, including the ability to switch between the four protagonists at any time. Each has a different play style and set of moves, enabling for a varied gameplay experience for the player. Black Ops 3 received positive reviews, with reviewers praising the game's multiplayer, as well as its zombie
mode.Reception Operation Barricade received mixed to positive reviews, while Zombies received a largely positive reception from critics. Operation Barricade received a score of 79 out of 100 on Metacritic, indicating mixed or average reviews, while Zombies received a score of 82 out of 100, indicating positive reviews. The game's campaign received a score of 6.6 out of 10 on GameRankings,

indicating mixed or average reviews. Call of Duty: Black Ops 3 is the highest-rated video game of 2013, and the fourth highest-rated game of 2013 on 82157476af
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